Arterial baroreflex inhibition by midbrain periaqueductal grey in anaesthetized rats.
Midbrain periaqueductal grey (PAG) provokes the defense reaction when stimulated. The present study was conducted to determine whether, and how, the PAG produces baroreflex inhibition, a feature characterizing the hypothalamic defense reaction. In chloralose-urethane anaesthetized rats, baroreflex vagal bradycardia and baroreflex hypotension were provoked by aortic depressor nerve stimulation. When the PAG was electrically stimulated baroreflex vagal bradycardia was remarkably suppressed; suppression of baroreflex hypotension was observed following bilateral vagotomy. In contrast, chemical stimulation of the PAG by D,L-homocysteic acid microinjection markedly suppressed baroreflex vagal bradycardia but only minimally suppressed baroreflex hypotension. These findings suggest that whereas overall PAG stimulation inhibits not only cardiac but also vascular components of baroreflexes, inhibition of the latter component either depends largely on activation of passing fibers or requires recruitment of a larger number of PAG cell bodies. PAG inhibition of baroreflex vagal bradycardia was not affected following spinal cord transection at C1, indicating that the inhibition was exclusively central in origin and not due to peripheral, prejunctional inhibition of vagal acetylcholine release by increased cardiac sympathetic nerve activities. The PAG inhibition of baroreflexes was greatly attenuated following electrolytic as well as chemical destruction of the parabrachial region. On the other hand, when the PAG was extensively lesioned, baroreflex inhibition produced by hypothalamic defense area stimulation was markedly diminished. PAG excitation thus causes powerful inhibition of arterial baroreflexes which is mediated by the parabrachial region; the PAG also mediates a major fraction of hypothalamic inhibition of the baroreflexes.